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Let This Be the Vibration You Desire to Live Within
Lord Krishna — March 20, 2021  
 After a full day of the Torch Bearers invoking the 
Emerald Matrix during the Crystal Chalice Jubilee Holy Day, Lord 
Krishna said that to stand in the Fullness of the Crystal Chalice of 
your being, there must be a Resurrection of every cell, atom, and 
electron, of every returning karma, every momentum of thought. 
He tells us to stand in the Light! Receive the Light! Move in the 
Light! And ultimately command the Light! This is not just for the 
Faithful, but for the many who wait for the dawning realization 
that God is present in the land. That God does exist! And that the 
Hand of God has not forsaken them. Lord Krishna explains that 
the springtime upon the Earth is an example of how Resurrection’s 
Flame operates within the Elemental Forces of Nature. He says to 
let Resurrection’s Flame carry you through this coming cycle, so 
you are prepared for the glorious Radiance of your own Mighty 
I AM Presence to come forth and fill your Chalice to overflowing 
with the scintillating Fire of God that desires only God.  

The I AM Starry Body of
Your Mighty I AM Presence

Easter Conclave 2021
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Principles of God Reality
Discourse — March 31, 2021
 An overview of the themes that will be highlighted during 
this Conference begins with the fact that less than a century ago 
the Ascended Masters released a great Nova of new transcendent 
Light, spearheaded by Beloved Saint Germain. We know this as 
the Ascended Master God Consciousness. The hope is that with the 
re-entry of these Truths of Cosmic Law into the world arena, once 
again the hungry hearts of the Sons and Daughters of God will 
receive these Truths. To most, these Truths seem out of reach due 
to their own karmic overlays of low self-esteem and lack of Purity, 
which create a sense of guilt and separation from God. Students 
may feel the bar is set too high. This is only because they have 
yet to appreciate the nature of their own I AM Starry Body, the 
Electronic Body. We are encouraged to relearn with our minds, 
hearts, feelings, and will that there is such a thing as God Mastery 
and Dominion. We are creators! Understanding this redefines the 
whole human race. We are part of the Divine Family of the One 
Father-Mother God. But how do we deal with our misqualified 
substance? The Flame of Transmutation solves this age-old 
problem.

There Are No Mysteries in the Presence of the I AM
Lord Maitreya — March 31, 2021
 Lord Maitreya tells us that what has been a mystery 
should be no more to the disciples of the Mighty I AM Presence. 
He says the mystery is why it takes so much effort for a lifestream 
to let go of the unreality that has clung to the identity of its outer 
vehicles, woven into the mind, emotions, and habits. Those who 
enter into devotion to God and listen to the still, small Voice begin 
to read that Vibration upon their own Heart Flame. For the Divine 
Being that you are desires to be close. The overshadowing of the 
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Holy Christ Presence allows the lawful operation of the Pranic 
Breaths, while the Mighty I AM Presence remains in the Realms 
of Perfection ready to assist the Christ Momentum. Many become 
lax in their disciplines and their vibration slows down. The Heart 
Flame begins to recede. Lord Maitreya encourages us to never 
allow that to happen because we have the greatest of possibility 
to take our Ascension at the close of this lifetime. Keep your gaze 
upon your Presence and let your Light shine forth brilliantly to 
illumine you and those around you that others may follow.

Know Your Real, Tangible, and Relatable 
Mighty I AM Presence 
Discourse — April 1, 2021
 This Conference and Acropolis, above all else, are 
intended by the Ascended Masters to expand your horizons and 
understanding of your own Individual Mighty I AM Presence 
and to give you firsthand experience and encounters with your 
Presence and with the Ascended Masters’ testimony and Charge 
of Light, so that it is burned so indelibly in your world that you do 
not forget and do not lose heart, but spring into action immediately 
with all the spiritual tools you have been given over the years. The 
known precedents for this knowledge are few, but can be seen in 
the experiences of Jesus, Jacob of the Old Testament, and Godfre, 
Rex, Nada, Bob, and Pearl. Realize that your Presence is ever 
urging you to make your attunement, to commune and receive 
the abundant Blessings it has to give you. The ability of your 
Presence to step down its Light through your world is so much 
more easily achieved when your emotions, outer mind, and heart 
say “of course, this is the case.” The Ascended Masters teach us the 
Principles of Cosmic Law and Coming-To-Be that explain what to 
other religions are still thought of as mysteries or miracles. 
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Welcome My Light Into Your Temple!
Goddess of Light — April 1, 2021  
 The Goddess of Light tells us that many times she has 
proffered to us the Sword Excalibur, reminding us of its Momentum 
so that we can draw it forth to utilize. She asks where are you in 
consciousness, word, and deed when you receive the Charge of 
Light of the Sword Excalibur and of your own God Presence daily? 
Are you prepared to hold fast to that Vibration come what may? 
For it is in the trials and initiations that every knight and lady of the 
Round Table is tested. As the Godhead Charioteer® you would be 
holding the reins on the wild horses of the outer vehicles. The Mind 
of God would be at the helm. The sooner you can master drawing 
forth the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence and expanding that 
Light through the Threefold Flame of the Heart as the Christ, the 
more quickly will you transmute and wash clean in Purity’s Ray 
all of the areas of consciousness that may still remain attached to 
your lifestream. As one day builds upon the next, you will soon 
be like Jesus experiencing the Transfiguration, Resurrection, and 
Ascension in the Light. 

Enter into the Nature of Your Starry Body
Discourse — April 1, 2021 
 Your Presence is forever overflowing! The Electronic 
Body is a Solar Body, a Starry Body, like a star in the heavens. 
Your Presence is overflowing with that Oneness of The One and 
the Goodness of The Good. Furthermore, your Presence is all of 
the Qualities of God, fully actualized and unfolded in the Great 
Central Sun. Therefore, you are not to give power, acceptance, or 
feed your attention into any appearance that is less than Perfection, 
for the Ascended Master Consciousness cannot comingle with 
mortal consciousness. You can command and demand that your 
own feeling and thought world no longer tie into those mortal 
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momentums. Let your Mighty I AM Presence be what it is with 
its Keynote of Joy operating in this glorious Starry Body. Look up 
into the face of your Presence and let your Presence flush out and 
purify all of the records that need to go into the Flame. Then your 
Presence will fill that appearance with Ascended Master Light and 
Love so much that it will swallow it up.  

Be in the Flow of God Love
Lady Master Venus — April 1, 2021
 Beloved Lady Master Venus encourages you to know 
that as you begin to understand God Love, you understand what it 
means to open all the doors to the vastness of God Love, to pour 
forth into your keeping that which is divinely intended, to intone 
the right vibration to receive it. Then the Beloved Mighty I AM 
Presence is ever close at hand. The sweetness of the Communion 
far surpasses all other desires, and you are filled to overflowing, 
knowing that from the Source of God, all will come forth in Divine 
Order. Love, when it is constantly given, primes the pump for your 
God Presence to release even more. All things in your day require 
God Love to flow forth. Then you are sailing along with the wind 
of God Love in your sails, carrying you aloft so no lesser vibration 
can disturb you. This is a Way of Life that is capable of bringing 
in a Golden Age. Make sure your surroundings have a fitting 
vibration for your Holy Christ Presence to be able to be present 
there. Love is oh so powerful! Let that Love be the hallmark of 
your God Presence that streams forth effortlessly to all of life. 

Surrender All to Your Presence and Live in Eternity as One!
Discourse — April 2, 2021
 Strive to rise in attunement and share the Consciousness 
of your Mighty I AM Presence that is living, even now, in the 
Eternal in the Great Central Sun. You are engaged in the delicate 
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refinement and purification of your forcefield so that all of the 
elements of the Buddhic Web can be rewoven through your four 
lower bodies. There must be the Tube of Light, the Electronic 
Circle, the Circle and Sword of Astrea, the Shield of Elohim, and 
the Shekhinah Pillar operating around your four lower bodies. 
You must bring your vehicles into Obedience with the Truths of 
Cosmic Law®, so that these bodies are under the God Dominion 
of your Heart Flame. Everything good, bad, or indifferent that 
has manifested should be surrendered to your Presence. This is 
the total givingness of the outer self to one’s True Self, including 
the “not self” that has blinded the outer awareness. Surrendering 
means that your Holy Christ Presence and its True Selfhood can 
now step into the Grail, the upraised chalice of your four lower 
bodies, and hallow them so that you no longer live in the past, 
present, or future, but live in the Eternal — One with your Mighty 
I AM Presence!

The Lords of Karma Magnify My Charge of Violet Flame!
Archangel Zadkiel — April 2, 2021 
 Archangel Zadkiel instructs you on the Violet Flame 
and presents a momentous Dispensation stating that during this 
Dictation, the property of The Temple of The Presence underneath 
the Etheric City is a Beacon of Violet Flame, like a great 
cauldron. And this cauldron continues to burn by Dispensation 
of the Lords of Karma and by the assistance of the Violet Flame 
Angels throughout this Easter Conclave and Acropolis Sophia® so 
that every Son and Daughter of God, whose consciousness arcs 
to this Altar now or in the future while attending to Archangel 
Zadkiel’s Flame and to this Address, will have the opportunity 
for the Akashic Record to revivify the Momentum and Charge of 



this Violet Flame in their consciousness! And each time they go to 
their altar giving the Violet Flame and invoking the Light of God, 
there will be this magnification of the Violet Flame accompanying 
their calls! This will assist many across the Earth to awaken to 
the Violet Flame. Those who receive this Dispensation will know 
of the Etheric City in their higher vehicles and be drawn to it. 
In time, they will realize the Great Work that the Entire Spirit of 
the Brotherhood of Light is doing through The Temple of The 
Presence!

Visualizing the Actions of Your Presence as the Doer
Discourse — April 2, 2021                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 The I AM Starry Body is a magnificent, complete 
condensation of the Divine Individuality of your Mighty I AM 
Presence. Expand your appreciation for this blazing Sun of your 
Electronic Body, for the more you see your Electronic Body as 
tangible and accessible and your Presence as your Real Identity, the 
more you can draw upon it. Remember to accept and acknowledge 
that your Presence is focused in, through, and around you at all 
times. Your use of the Cosmic Light Rays is based upon your 
Presence within you doing the work. Your Mighty I AM Presence 
is the Individualization of The Good, and The Good is the Source 
of all. Your Presence has the Consciousness that “I literally AM the 
Source of Light!” and when your Presence gives the Affirmation 
“I AM Light!” it is a statement of Truth for your Presence. Through 
the cooperation of your visualization and acceptance of that which 
is going on eternally in your Electronic Body, that Consciousness 
of your Presence can go into the physical world. Your Presence 
sends forth that Power, and it goes forth as Ribbons of Light and 
Power affecting life in the physical world.
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Work the True Miracles of God
Cyclopea — April 2, 2021
 Cyclopea stands as the Guardian of the All-Seeing Eye of 
God, establishing a Momentum that allows you to begin to work the 
true miracles of God! He holds the Pattern of your Perfection and the 
Pattern of your acceleration according to the Divine Destiny that your 
Presence desires. For you are the Firstborn of your I AM Presence! 
You are given the opportunity to establish God’s Kingdom upon the 
Earth and to live a higher way of life than most of mankind are even 
aware of. You can climb that glorious ladder into heaven! Cyclopea 
explains the Power of Vision and its manifestation. You can have the 
Vibration that your Presence prepares for you daily, holding the Vision 
not only for your own lifestream, but for the Earth and all thereon, 
reinforcing the Purity held within the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood 
of Light. The Mission is to expand the Presence of God upon Earth!  
For God desires to expand! Invoke the Emerald Ray and maintain 
Purity so that you are manifesting God Reality in all things. And then 
place it upon the Altar of the Most High, thanking The One for the 
Opportunity to know your Presence and the Flame of God!  
 
The Light Rays, Constancy, Givingness, and Individuality 
of Your Presence
Discourse — April 3, 2021
 As you contact the Starry Body of your Mighty I AM 
Presence, you will be inspired to contemplate the Limitless Power 
of your Presence to address all the conditions of your own life, 
the world, and all mankind. The Light and Radiation from your 
Presence is eternally and constantly pouring forth. These Light Rays 
are alive as the extension of your Presence, instantaneously going 
forth from your Electronic Body. They exhibit the Christ Virtue of 
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the Fifth Secret Ray of Divine Constancy as well as Fruitfulness. 
There is Undiminished Giving from your Presence’s Heart via these 
Light Rays, which go forth impersonally and universally. Some 
of the principles of your Presence are Individuality, Perfection, 
Self-Luminosity, Self-Awareness, and the Supra Fullness of Love, 
Goodness, and Undiminished Giving to every part of life. Because 
what your Presence can do for you, it can do for all. Remember 
to multiply and expand your Calls to include all mankind and to 
address all of the world, including the astral and psychic planes. 
Rivet your attention on the Perfection of the Great Central Sun, 
using your Christ Discrimination to shift your vision from outer 
appearances to the White Fire Core that is always present, so that 
only your I AM Presence is in Action.

Keep the Vision of Your Ascended Self
Saint Germain — April 3, 2021
 Saint Germain exhorts the Sons and Daughters of God to 
know the True Reality of their Identity and the Truth of Life, to live 
within Cosmic Law, and return Home Victorious in the Ascension. 
When you have discarded human consciousness and face each day 
with excited anticipation, you will experience the creative Power 
of your own God Presence. You are the lead actor in the drama that 
is your life. When you focus upon the All Seeing Eye to reveal to 
you the patterns of life essential to your Path, the Mind of God 
will proclaim your Presence’s Desires. Beyond the Presence is the 
Allness of God and entrée into the Heart of every Ascended and 
Cosmic Being. All the Blessings of the Great Central Sun are there 
waiting for you to call them forth. Will you allow that Flame to 
unfurl and live within the Vibration of God?
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Q&A with Monroe Shearer
April 3, 2021
 Beloved Anointed Representative Monroe Julius Shearer 
gives testimony to Carolyn’s ability to observe the Starry Body of 
the students during Dictations and then answers questions related 
to the Conference. Topics include: balancing the need to be aware 
of worldly events in order to make calls on them but not being 
drawn into them; the Great Divine Director’s definition of a Body 
of Immortal Endurance and how it differs from the Transfiguration; 
how long to continue making a call on a particular desired alchemy; 
how to be more effective in visualizing; how to discern if direction 
is coming from the Mighty I AM Presence; and the subplanes as 
taught in the Theosophical Era.

Kindle the Zeal for the Ascension 
Discourse — April 4, 2021
 May the Fire within your Presence kindle within you 
that Fire that can never be forgotten or forsaken! David Lloyd’s 
lifelong pursuit of the man with the Crystal Cup is recounted, 
as well as vivid descriptions of his Resurrection and Ascension. 
Both the Resurrection and the Ascension are performed by your 
own Beloved Mighty I AM Presence because it is to be your own 
Victory achieved by your Presence. But the Ascension is not the 
end, for there is always more expansion and Glory to look forward 
to. Nada Rayborn explains the instantaneous process of leaving 
her physical body and gaining the full Consciousness of her Holy 
Christ Presence, and then being instructed on how to call down the 
Light Rays that raised her into the Ascension. 



Engage in Resurrection’s Flame Today
Zarathustra — April 4, 2021
 Engaging daily with Resurrection’s Flame prepares you 
for all your Presence desires for you to accomplish in that day. 
One day’s preparation will teach and prepare you for the next, until 
you have mounted up great Wisdom in the operation of the Law, 
allowing for the Currents and the Light, the Momentum of God 
Consciousness of your own God Presence to come forth and to 
display, manifest, and accelerate all that is upon the Heart of your 
Mighty I AM Presence. You are to be constantly expanding and 
accelerating the Light within you. The movement and Momentum 
of the Fire within will consume all that is to go into the Flame 
and allow you to make your Attunement with your Mighty I AM 
Presence. No other part of life will love you as deeply or more 
consistently than your Mighty I AM Presence.

Walk the Earth in the Light of the Christ
Jesus — April 4, 2021
 Within this Charge of Light you have the ability to 
accelerate your vehicles far beyond what you have experienced in 
the past. This means putting into the Flame greater momentums 
of unreality. The Flame upon the Altar of your Heart is so 
magnificent. It carries the Fullness of all your Presence desires 
for you to accelerate in as the Christ. This is how you learn to 
work within the God Qualities, the Mind of God, the Heart of Love 
that your Presence is and which you are to become. It matters not 
what others think of your spiritual pursuits. What matters is what 
is going on between your outer self and your Presence. So you 
must allow the Fullness of your Presence to expand into all areas of 
your life. You must guard your consciousness by being discerning 
regarding the vibration you carry. It must be the vibration your 
Mighty I AM Presence can commune with in an instant.
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The Causeless Cause upon Your Heart
Discourse — April 11, 2021
 The Teaching from The Temple of The Presence is a 
reflection of how the Ascended Masters behold Reality from their 
station within the Great Central Sun. They see with perfect Vision 
all that is sustained for all Eternity in the Great Central Sun. And 
there they behold the face of your own Mighty I AM Presence in all 
of its Perfection. They know the Truth of your Being and re-enforce 
that Truth for you as the Mighty I AM Presence in Action! Open 
your Heart to their testimony and permit your Heart Flame to flood 
your consciousness and your world with that same Reality. Your 
life need not be a series of karmic causes because the Cause of 
All in the Great Central Sun is there within the nexus of the Heart 
of your Presence in your Heart. This is your opportunity to give 
Power to the Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence.

Preparation to Receive the Diamond Heart of Your Presence 
Goddess of Liberty — April 11, 2021
 The Diamond Heart of your own Mighty I AM Presence 
is constantly refracting the Consciousness and Momentum of the 
Purity of all the Rays of God that are to come forth. For you to 
rightly qualify that which your Presence sends forth into your 
keeping and maintain the Purity you desire, you must establish 
a resonant tone within your outer vehicles that allows your own 
Threefold Flame, intoned by the Diamond Heart of your own God 
Presence, to unfurl into your world. That is when you begin to truly 
appreciate the magnificence of the Divine State of God entrusted 
to you. Holding fast to that Purity, you can absorb into your outer 
consciousness all that the Mind of God is presenting to you. For 
most, this is facilitated by the overshadowing of your Holy Christ 
Presence. The Constancy of your Devotions to the Mighty I AM 
Presence will naturally raise the vibration of the outer vehicles and 
allow the Holy Christ Presence to overshadow you, giving you 
entrée into the Mind of God.
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